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Abstract— Behavioural approaches to robotics are becoming
increasingly relevant, especially in the field of artificial life.
Viewing behaviour as emerging from the robot-environment
interaction and being greatly influenced by the robot's physical
presence and existence offers a novel perspective on the approach
to understanding, design, and control of multiagent systems. This
paper gives an overview of robot societies and several methods of
their classification. An introduction to the concept of embodied
evolution and its application in multiagent robotic systems is
presented. An overview of the general basics and interactions
between the concepts of embodied evolution, distributed
intelligence, and multiagent reinforcement learning is given, with
some particulars on their application in the study of a
heterogeneous underwater robot society. The issue of emergent
behaviour is addressed, with the primary concern being
understanding how emergence happens, and how it can be
prompted and encouraged.
Index Terms— artificial life, embodied evolution, emergent
behaviour, multiagent reinforcement learning, robot society

I. INTRODUCTION
Starting in the mid-1980s, the scientific approach to the field
of artificial life has been to study living systems using a
synthetic “bridge”: or, building life, as hardware or software or
even wetware, in order to reach a better understanding of it.
While intensely interdisciplinary, artificial life research can be
classified into fourteen main themes: origins of life, autonomy,
self-organization,
adaptation
(including
evolution,
development, and learning), ecology, artificial societies,
behaviour, computational biology, artificial chemistries,
information, living technology, art, and philosophy.
Reinforcement learning is a common form of machine
learning inspired by behaviourist psychology, and includes
adaptation occurring through agents interacting with their
environment. The increasing acceptance that the contributions
and interactions between the “body” of a studied agent and its
environment cannot be ignored - hence, embodied evolution
and cognition - is leading to a rise of artificial life, as opposed

to traditional artificial intelligence, as an approach within
cognitive science [1].
Early steps towards an increasingly behavioural approach to
robotics and viewing behaviour as emerging from the robotenvironment interaction, while relying on a grade of autonomy
that makes micromanaging all aspects of a system unnecessary
(and undesirable), were made in [2]. Explicitly encouraging
behavioural diversity using behavioural distance/diversity
mechanisms has been empirically shown to lead to substantial
performance improvements in several typical evolutionary
robotics experiments [3].
Several novel frameworks for studying cognitive systems
have arisen from devising and implementing distributed
approaches to the problem. Swarm cognition is one such
framework, and it promotes the study of cognition as an
emergent collective phenomenon, and as something that can be
recognised in the behaviour of entire collectives, including
complex societies [4].
The evolution of cooperation, frequently based on game
theory, is an increasingly popular research topic [5].
This paper gives an overview of several important concepts
of multiagent reinforcement learning and embodied evolution,
with the proposed goal of achieving beneficial emergent
behaviour in a heterogeneous underwater robot society. Section
II gives some details on the classification and study of robot
societies. Section III provides an overview of the intertwining
concepts of embodied evolution and multiagent reinforcement
learning, while Section IV goes into the problem of emergent
behaviour. Section V briefly describes a sample simulated
scenario featuring an underwater robot society. Finally, Section
VI presents some conclusions and plans for further work.
II. ROBOT SOCIETY
A useful way of classifying robot societies is according to
modes of interaction between their members, as shown in
Figure 1. The most common and relevant forms these
interactions take are:
 collective, where the robot entities are not aware of
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each other, although they share goals and their
actions benefit each other and the “team” as a
whole. An example of this type of interaction in
multi-robot systems is a robotic swarm. An
individual robot in this kind of society likely has a
very simple controller and structure, but by
interacting with others a global goal (some sort of
flocking, formation-keeping, or foraging and
similar) is achieved, often as an emergent property
of these many smaller local interactions.


cooperative, where all members of a team of robots
that is trying to accomplish a common goal are
aware of each other, and their actions are mutually
beneficial. Robots in a society that functions this
way may work together and reason about each
other’s capability to contribute to the completion of
a given task. At times, the individual robots may be
working on different parts of the higher goal, and so
need to ensure that they don’t interfere with each
other’s work. Optimal task allocation and
coordination are very important, even while the
majority of the robots’ operation is focused on
working together towards the common goal.



collaborative, where robots have individual goals,
but are aware of the other robots on their team, and
their actions advance both their own and others’
goals. Each member of a group of robots of this type
has its own agenda, all agendas are compatible with
each other, and the robotic agents might be
heterogeneous with regards to sensor/actuator
setups and related properties. In this kind of society,
focus is on how the unique expertise of the
individual can contribute to another individual
achieving its goal and thus the ultimate goal of the
team as a whole, by bringing together agents with
complementary skills and assets. Coalition
formation is a notable type of collaboration.



coordinative, where all robotic entities are aware of
each other, but do not share a common goal, and
their actions are not helpful to the rest of the team.
Typically this implies several robots sharing a
common workspace, and thus needing to coordinate
among themselves to avoid interference and
mitigate any potential negative outcomes of intrarobot interaction. Multi-robot path planning
techniques and collision avoidance are a good
example of this.

Additionally, the interaction between robots can be
adversarial, i.e. the goals of some agents may have a negative
effect on others. Two rival teams of robots attempting to
accomplish the same task while hindering each other’s progress
would fall under this category, a good example of which is
robotic soccer [6].

Fig. 1. Types of interactions in a distributed intelligence system, dictating the
formation of multi-robot societies [6].

The key to successfully performing advanced tasks in
complex modern-day environments is the emergence of
cooperative abilities among robots forming a society. Two
types of robot societies can be considered when evaluating
group cooperation ability:
 integrating robot societies, consisting of a smaller
number of heterogeneous individuals with highly
specialised skills (biological examples include wolf
packs and bird colonies)
 differentiating robot societies, consisting of a large
number of homogenous individuals with relatively
limited abilities (biological examples include bees
and ants)
Both types of societies require individuals to have welldefined roles and the ability to dynamically modify their
behaviour while the group is performing an assigned task [7].
The proposed subject of empirical study and application here
is the multi-layer underwater robot society developed in the
Horizon 2020 FET project subCULTron, shown in Figure 2.
The aim of this project is achieving long-term autonomy in a
learning, self-regulating, self-sustaining underwater society and
culture of robots in the high-impact application area of the
lagoons surrounding Venice, Italy.
The heterogeneous robotic system consists of three separate
agent types, shown in Figure 3. Artificial mussels (aMussels)
on the seafloor represent the bottom layer and serve as the
collective long-term memory of the system, as well as sensor
hubs that monitor the environment which represents the natural
habitat. On the surface of the water, robotic platforms that
represent artificial lily pads (aPads) interface with human
society, enabling an exchange of both information and energy.
Between these two layers lies the operating area of the artificial
fish (aFish), which move, monitor, and explore the environment
and exchange information with both the mussels and the lily
pads. The sub-populations of robots perform learning
algorithms on their local data, within their own layer, thus
promoting separate sub-culture development and promoting
diversity within the artificial ecosystem [8].
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Fig. 2. Sample simulation scenario of the subCULTron collaborative heterogeneous artificial underwater society. Artificial mussels line
the seafloor, while active agents, or artificial fish (shown in red) patrol around them. Artificial lily pads supervise from the surface.

Fig. 3. Robot members of the subCULTron underwater society. From left to right: aMussel, aPad, aFish.

III. EMBODIED EVOLUTION AND MULTIAGENT
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
While the field of evolutionary robotics typically studies the
use of evolutionary algorithms in an offline fashion - i.e.
running a set of algorithms and optimising the robots’
controllers in simulation software before any transfer to actual
robotic hardware, use, and deployment, and without any
additional adaptation as the robots operate - the concept of
embodied evolution, espoused by the embodied evolutionary
robotics subfield, focuses on implementing evolutionary

algorithms on the hardware itself and having them run during
the robots’ operational period - an online approach. A marked
advantage to this is giving the robotic system a chance to
acquire beneficial behaviours as it functions, without a human
in the loop, thus giving it an ability to adapt to previously
unknown environments or environmental conditions that
change through time [9].
The field of robotics has been the most active in the
development of embodied evolution algorithms mainly due to
the fact that the intrinsically adaptive and self-organising
properties of the algorithms make them highly appropriate for
use in real-time autonomous systems that a group of robots
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presents. There are two main approaches that have arisen in the
study of embodied evolution:
 encapsulated embodied evolution algorithms,
where each individual agent carries an entire
population of controllers upon which an
independent evolutionary algorithm is run
 distributed embodied evolution algorithms, where
each individual agent in the population carries only
its own genotype, necessitating extensive
interaction between agents
Distributed embodied evolution algorithms offer a much
bigger potential when it comes to the emergence of a variety of
self-adaptive and cooperative behaviours, due to the complex
interactions that can occur within the population. Their
drawback is that they converge less easily and require larger
populations of robots to do so at all. They are also very sensitive
to their configuration parameters, requiring close taskdependent regulation to ensure that a valid solution is reached
[10].
Embodied evolution can also be described as taking place in
a population of robots where selection, evaluation, and
reproduction, the main mechanisms of evolutionary algorithms,
are carried out by and between the robots, all in a distributed,
asynchronous, and autonomous manner [11].
Thus, this approach seems naturally suited for work with
multi-agent systems attempting to solve complex but structured
problems via decentralised collaboration, as there exists a need
in multiagent systems to coordinate local policies of each agent
with their restricted capabilities to achieve a system-wide goal.
The presence of innate uncertainty in this type of system adds
to the complexity of this task, as agents need to learn unknown
environment parameters while forming these local policies in
an online fashion [12].
Although the agents in a system can be pre-programmed with
a set of behaviours designed in advance, the learning of new
behaviours online is often necessary to ensure the gradual
improvement of the entire system’s performance [13]. Once
again, the main issues that arise when considering a more
offline approach are a dynamically changing, complex, and not
entirely known environment, making it a very real possibility
that a hardwired behaviour may at one point become
inappropriate or even outright negatively affect performance.
The benefits of multiagent reinforcement learning arise
primarily from the distributed nature of the multiagent system,
and include a certain computational speedup made possible by
parallel computation, and positive effects of sharing experience
between multiple agents taking the form of communication,
teaching, and imitation.
Beyond challenges that are inherited from classical singleagent reinforcement learning, such as the problem of
dimensionality and the need to strike a balance between
exploration and exploitation (or task completion) by careful
reward selection, a multiagent approach also engenders
difficulties in the form of a need for coordination and the
challenge of specifying a learning goal [14]. The presence of
multiple agents in the same environment, learning in parallel,
complicates matters considerably, as the action space scales

exponentially with the number of agents. A notable
consequence of this is that some standard learning techniques
that store a reward value for every possible state-action
combination become unfeasible. Another issue is that the
behaviour of one agent influences the outcomes of other agents’
individually selected actions, thus incurring change in the
environment and possibly compromising convergence [15].
The design of the reward function is a critical part of
achieving a real-world task by using reinforcement learning
and, although it may appear straightforward, it can demand
careful tuning when multiple rewards are present [16]. An
evolutionary approach to multiagent reinforcement learning
includes the so-called intrinsically motivated framework, based
upon several psychological theories of motivation, in which
agents themselves find appropriate intrinsic rewards that
implicitly help task success or affect the fitness of the agent
(while striking a balance between rewarding exploration and
task completion, the previously mentioned common problem in
reinforcement learning design) [17]. Evolutionary algorithms
also optimise meta-properties in reinforcement learning by
influencing the selection of behaviours, modulating the
efficiency of learning by affecting learning meta-parameters, or
changing and forming entirely new reward signals that guide
the reinforcement learning process [18][19].
Designing an online evolutionary algorithm distributed
among a fixed population of autonomous robots for the
purposes of long-term survival and operation in a given
environment greatly depends on the chosen fitness function for
the environment-driven distributed evolutionary adaptation.
The implicit nature of this fitness function is the consequence
of two complementary or conflicting motivations that are
present in agents:
 extrinsic motivation, which arises purely from the
interaction between an agent and its environment
(with or without other agents) and states that an
agent must maximise its chances of survival while
working within environmental constraints and
overcoming environmental challenges
 intrinsic motivation, which arises from the agent
itself, and which states that, in keeping with the
evolutionary process, a certain set of parameters (or
genomes, as they are understood here) must spread
across the agent population in order to survive,
meaning the genomes promote maximising the
number of agents met and interacted with (thus
maximising their own opportunities for
proliferation).
In a situation where the motivations are well-balanced and
the environment-driven distributed evolutionary adaptation
algorithm is an efficient one, a state of equilibrium should be
achieved in which the genome that can be considered optimal
reaches maximum spread while preserving maximum possible
survival efficiency. While there would appear to be inherent
conflict between these two motivations, it is possible for them
to correlate enough so that they can be treated as one
motivation, greatly reducing the complexity of the problem.
The application of these motivations and a focus on the effect
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of the environment on the evolutionary adaptation process in
embodied evolution is an important concern, since embodied
evolution concerns itself primarily with a fixed number of
physical agents meant to operate in real-world environments meaning their most basic operation can be severely impacted by
obstacles or energy constraints [20].
An important thing to note is that the study of the
development of robot controllers or robot morphologies via the
use of artificial evolution does imply a certain need to rely on
simulation environments during, at the very least, early
development, since the duration of a single experiment can be
impractically long, and the necessity of trial-and-error
interactions with the environment during attempts at
reinforcement learning can lead to damage of actual physical
robotic platforms [21].
However, caution needs to be exercised while working
within simulated environments, as the generation of simulators
introduces a strong bias into the system by way of using
symbols and models to represent real phenomena the way they
are perceived by the person developing the simulation platform.
Additionally, simulating the interaction between the robots and
their environment can be very computationally demanding,
especially in the case of multiagent systems, thus necessitating
considerable simplification to start with. This clashes with some
of the fundamental attributes of the evolutionary approach,
specifically that it encourages the autonomous generation of
robotic systems while leaving out a considerable amount of
designer bias, and presents, theoretically, an open-ended
approach, while allowing the generation of controllers that are
optimally suited for a given operational environment. In any
case, the reality gap, or the substantial difference between
simulation and reality, persists, and needs to be taken into
account when considering robotic behaviour generation.
Closing the reality gap would mean that there exists no
difference between simulation and reality, from the viewpoint
both of the internal agent - the robot controller - and the external
observer - the experimenter evaluating the generated behaviour.
This is not possible to completely achieve when doing realworld experiments, so care must be taken to ensure algorithms
and desired behaviours are robust with regards to the reality
gap, for example by modifying experimental setups to
compensate for the reduction in stability that occurs with a
decrease in population (as a population of physical robots will
almost always be smaller than a simulated one) [22].

behavioural approach to robotic applications, which is more
suited to the complex online context than the classical
hierarchical and decision-based approach [23].
Some points in the design of an autonomous robot system
that are deemed favourable in encouraging emergence are [24]:
 Any emergent behaviour should arise out of a large
number of parallel and not too closely coupled
processes
 The system must be redundant
 The system needs to employ principles of selforganisation
 The system should employ cheap and simple design as
much as possible, and exploit its environment
 Intelligence should be regarded in the context of
sensory-motor coordination
It is clear that multiagent systems provide excellent ground
for studying emergent behaviour, especially easily monitored
and highly convenient multiagent simulations, which constitute
a very good place for the study of emergence, as they allow for
easy highlighting and discovery of phenomena that would
signify emergence has occurred [25].
A group of robots can be seen as embodying the “more than
the sum of its parts” concept when it becomes a robotic team:
once it shows some degree of specialised aptitude of performing
a task cooperatively, in the sense that the group provides better
performance than its individual components would, by taking
advantage of its distributed sensing and acting capability to
carry out complex tasks while also taking into consideration
increased fault tolerance thanks to agent redundancy and group
cohesion obtained from formation-keeping algorithms and
related trajectory calculations and motion planning [26].
Another emergent phenomenon is collective intelligence, the
result of two or more agents engaged in global behaviours meaning an intelligent multi-robot system arises from a group
of mobile robots that cooperate, communicate, and dynamically
reconfigure their group during their attempts to solve a complex
task [7].

IV. EMERGENT BEHAVIOUR
Since it is hard to arrive at a satisfactorily encompassing
definition, the term emergent is frequently described as
something that is “more than the sum of its parts”. In a robotic
context, emergence is taken to mean that a robot’s behaviour
has become something not explicitly defined in its controllers,
but something that has arisen as a consequence of its interaction
with its environment.
The term reactive control refers to the coupling of perception
and action in a way that ensures robots respond in a timely
manner to moving and working in dynamic, unstructured, and
at least partially unknown environments. It also represents a

Fig. 4. A bird’s eye view of the arena during the “two suns” experiment. The
current sun is shown in orange. Variants of agent grouping are clearly visible
[20].

It is good to note that emergence can have both a positive or
a negative effect on system performance and task completion.
An example of emergence in a multiagent system is the
emergence of consensus, which is not always necessarily
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explicit. To illustrate this, the so-called “two suns” setup
experiment, shown in Figure 4., is appropriate: a population of
robotic agents with limited communication ranges and with no
task but the drive to “mate” is placed in an empty environment
- an arena without any obstacles - where a “sun” is present. The
sun itself offers no advantage to any of the agents, and it doesn’t
affect their energy levels (their main means of survival) in any
way. In essence, there is no explicit and immediate benefit to
heading towards or being close to the sun. Each agent gets
information about its own distance and relative angle to the sun.
Every 50 generations (or iterations of the evolutionary
algorithm that the agents are running), the sun disappears and
appears at the opposite end of the testing arena.
In this setup, the sun could be considered a distraction or
could be made into a useful feature of the environment. Indeed,
the outcome of several experimental runs supports this: the
majority of agents stand very close to the sun, while others form
groups at the opposite end of the arena, furthest from the sun the implication is that two kinds of consensus have emerged, a
desire to go towards the sun, and a desire to move away from
the sun. A general agreement to go towards the sun makes sense
when looked at through the lens of mating strategy (and thus
genome proliferation and, indirectly, conservation) - adopting
this strategy ensures that several agents will meet at a defined

and robust location in the environment, easily exchanging
information and increasing the chance that their genome will
survive [20].
V. VEHICLE ROUTING SCENARIO EXAMPLE
As a collaboration between the LABUST and LARICS
laboratories of the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and Computing, a sample simulated scenario using
the underwater robot society described in Section II was
implemented during the early stages of the subCULTron
project, using a coalition-based approach described in [27]. The
proposed proof-of-concept scenario includes two aPads and ten
aMussels operating in parallel. The aMussels work as sensor
hubs, anchored to the seafloor, until their battery level falls
under a pre-set threshold. When this occurs, they surface and
immediately send out requests for charging by broadcasting
their current coordinates, determined via GPS. The supervising
aPads collect charging requests and run an optimisation
algorithm for task allocation, with the goal of determining
which aMussel should be charged by which aPad and in what
order. Once this decision is made, both aPads will commence
operation and visit each of their newly assigned aMussels in
turn.
The optimisation goal is minimising the distance travelled by

Fig. 5. Vehicle routing solutions reached by the two aPads: initial agreement (left) and disagreement (right). Red markers represent
starting aPad positions, and black markers show the reported aMussel positions. No movement will occur until all aPads have
reached a consensus about the route (plotted using black lines), avoiding conflict and ensuring that each of the aMussels is visited
exactly once.
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the aPads (in the interest of conserving energy) and maximising
the number of aMussels served by each individual aPad. This
optimisation based on a blend of genetic algorithms and
reinforcement learning is bolstered by the agents (in this case,
aPads) sharing acquired knowledge and individually reached
solutions before committing to a final task allocation, ensuring
that the chosen solution is the best one currently present in the
society (with the ultimate goal being, of course, achieving a
globally optimal solution). An example of the final decision is
given in Figure 5.
The coalition-based metaheuristic combines principles of
evolutionary algorithms, distributed artificial intelligence, and
reinforcement learning, and adopts a fully decentralised
approach to control. Members of the coalition are agents with a
capacity to make decisions, learn, and cooperate directly on a
peer-to-peer basis. Each agent manages a current solution by
itself, and performs a search by applying standard
intensification and diversification operators. Operator selection
is done by roulette wheel selection, and the agent’s behaviour
during this search is constantly adapted using a reinforcement
learning mechanism. Solution sharing, including the final
validation, is an important aspect of the cooperative approach.
This type of system structure also ensures a greater degree of
robustness, since an agent being removed or added does not
affect the global performance of the system.
In the current implementation, all aPads have access to the
same input data. Various alternations, such as diversifying
agents by way of giving them different communication ranges
or manually inserting noise into some or all of the
communication channels, will likely lead to an emergence of
several interesting behaviours.

embodied evolution is considered highly promising, as testing
on actual physical systems will undoubtedly provide valuable
insight into the simulation-reality differences present in the
proposed society, as well as an opportunity to study novel
behaviours that might potentially emerge from a combination
of agent-agent and agent-environment interactions.
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